SCIENCE

Ducks with unusual offspring
Imagine a Chiloé wigeon mating with a

‘Asking whether I was interest-

Philippine duck. The result is unusual

ed. Otherwise they would end

offspring.

up in a casserole.’
‘I asked him to let them

The male and female chicks in the nest

mature,’ explains Ottenburghs.

look different. That is strange, says ecolo-

‘A cross between these two

gist Jente Ottenburghs of Wildlife Ecology

species has never been

and Conservation. Both parents are sex-

described before.’ That is

ually monochromatic, meaning the male

not surprising. The two duck

and female birds look the same. But that is

species are found a long way

not the case for their offspring.

apart from one another in

Ottenburghs published an article about

nature, and they would not

this in Ecology and Evolution. The phe-

normally come into contact.

nomenon was observed by Jan Harteman
in Winssen. Harteman keeps and breeds
water birds.
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Reversing evolution

But this is not a lasting development: the
eggs produced by the offspring were

According to Ottenburghs, the two spe-

infertile. Ottenburghs says the unusual

He is not

cies’ evolutionary lines diverged about 13

ducks are interesting because they help us

normally

million years ago. The parents’ ancestors

understand how colour differences arise. ‘In

interested

were probably still sexually dimorphic

ducks, the female plumage is the result of

in cross-

and looked different. That difference in

the production of the oestrogen hormone,

breeds, but

appearance disappeared in the course

regulated by so-called modifier genes.’ Giv-

he knows

of evolution. Harteman’s cross-breed has

en the difference in colour in the offspring,

Ottenburghs and his research on cross-

essentially reversed millions of years of

he suspects the modifiers are found on the

breeds. So Harteman sent him an email.

evolution.

sex chromosomes. rk

The male and female
birds look the same,
but not in these
offspring
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BIDDING
The first bid in a negotiation is
crucial, shows research by the
University of Technology Sydney.
Bidding too far below the asking
price is insulting and sours the
process. Bidding too high leads to
paying too much. The best thing
is to decide what your final offer
is going to be. You then divide the
difference between that and the
asking price by two and subtract
that amount from your final offer:
voilà! Your starting bid. Don’t tell
anyone else, of course.

DIFFERENT, THOUGH
Humans and chimpanzees are
almost identical, genetically. So
why are we so different? According

to researchers at Lund University, the difference lies in what is
known as junk DNA: the 98 per
cent of DNA that doesn’t code for
proteins. They have concluded
this from stem cell research on
the development of brain cells.
Junk DNA enables the brain cells
of humans and chimpanzees to
develop differently.

FAMOUS
Fame doesn’t last, shows a study
by EPFL university in Lausanne.
The researchers hit upon this
insight by studying how often
2000 public figures were in the
news or mentioned on Twitter
in the year after their death. The
celebrities whose fame lasted lon-

gest were pop musicians or others
in the cultural sector who have
left a lasting legacy. The researchers’ conclusion: the pursuit of
fame is vain and pointless.

FILM
The 37-year-old Russian Yulia
Peresild is the first actress to have
worked in space. She spent 12 days
in the ISS space station to shoot
the film The Challenge (‘Vizov’).
The actress was in space with the
film director. Hollywood is working on shooting a film in space
too. The leading actor in this film,
which NASA and Elon Musk’s
SpaceX are involved in, is Tom
Cruise. You know, from Mission
Impossible… rk

